Schwannomatosis

Schwannomatosis is a disorder characterized by multiple noncancerous (benign) tumors called schwannomas, which are a type of tumor that grows on nerves. Schwannomas develop when Schwann cells, which are specialized cells that normally form an insulating layer around the nerve, grow uncontrollably to form a tumor.

The signs and symptoms of schwannomatosis usually appear in early adulthood. The most common symptom is long-lasting (chronic) pain, which can affect any part of the body. In some cases, the pain is felt in areas where there are no known tumors. The pain associated with this condition ranges from mild to severe and can be difficult to manage. Other signs and symptoms that can occur with schwannomatosis depend on the location of the tumors and which nerves are affected. These problems include numbness, weakness, tingling, and headaches. The life expectancy of people with schwannomatosis is normal.

Schwannomatosis is usually considered to be a form of neurofibromatosis, which is a group of disorders characterized by the growth of tumors in the nervous system. The other two recognized forms of neurofibromatosis are neurofibromatosis type 1 and neurofibromatosis type 2. The features of schwannomatosis can be very similar to those of neurofibromatosis type 2. However, schwannomatosis almost never includes inner ear tumors called vestibular schwannomas, which are a hallmark of neurofibromatosis type 2. Additional features of the other forms of neurofibromatosis, including the development of other types of tumors, are much less common in schwannomatosis.

Frequency

The incidence of schwannomatosis is unknown, although estimates in several populations have ranged from 1 in 40,000 to 1 in 1.7 million people. Some researchers have suggested that schwannomatosis may be as common as neurofibromatosis type 2, which has an incidence of 1 in 33,000 people worldwide.

Schwannomatosis accounts for only a small percentage of all schwannoma tumors. Most schwannomas are isolated, meaning that an individual develops only a single tumor. It is rarer to have multiple schwannomas, as occurs in schwannomatosis.

Causes

Mutations in at least two genes, SMARCB1 and LZTR1, can cause schwannomatosis. The proteins produced from both genes are thought to act as tumor suppressors, which normally keep cells from growing and dividing too rapidly or in an uncontrolled way. Mutations in either of these genes may help cells grow and divide without control or order to form a tumor.
It appears that mutations in the *SMARCB1* or *LZTR1* gene alone are not enough to trigger the development of schwannomas. Additional genetic changes (somatic mutations) that are acquired during a person's lifetime and are present only in certain cells may also be required for schwannomas to form. The most common somatic mutations in schwannomas are mutations in the *NF2* gene and a loss of chromosome 22 (which is the chromosome on which the *SMARCB1*, *LZTR1*, and *NF2* genes are found).

Some people with schwannomatosis do not have an identified mutation in the *SMARCB1* or *LZTR1* gene. In these cases, the cause of the disorder is unknown. Researchers suspect that mutations in other as-yet-unidentified genes, most likely on chromosome 22, also contribute to this condition.

**Inheritance Pattern**

Most cases of schwannomatosis are sporadic, which means that they occur in people with no history of the disorder in their family. Some people with sporadic schwannomatosis have mutations in the *SMARCB1* or *LZTR1* gene, but in others, the cause of the condition is unknown.

Studies suggest that 15 to 25 percent of cases of schwannomatosis run in families. These familial cases have an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance, which means a mutation in one copy of the *SMARCB1* or *LZTR1* gene in each cell greatly increases the risk of developing schwannomas. However, some people who have an altered gene never develop tumors, which is a situation known as reduced penetrance.

**Other Names for This Condition**

- multiple neurilemmomas
- multiple schwannomas
- neurilemmomatosis
- neurilemmomatosis, congenital cutaneous
- neurinomatosis
- neurofibromatosis type 3

**Diagnosis & Management**

**Genetic Testing Information**

- What is genetic testing? [primer/testing/genetictesting](/primer/testing/genetictesting)
Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov

• ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22schwannomatosis%22

Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

• GeneReview: Schwannomatosis
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK487394

• International Schwannomatosis Database
  http://sid2011.squarespace.com/

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

• Health Topic: Neurofibromatosis
  https://medlineplus.gov/neurofibromatosis.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

• Schwannomatosis
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/4768/schwannomatosis

Educational Resources

• MalaCards: schwannomatosis 1
  https://www.malacards.org/card/schwannomatosis_1_2

• MalaCards: schwannomatosis 2
  https://www.malacards.org/card/schwannomatosis_2_2

• Orphanet: Schwannomatosis
  https://www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/OC_Exp.php?Lng=EN&Expert=93921

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

• Children's Tumor Foundation
  https://www.ctf.org/understanding-nf/schwannomatosis

• Nerve Tumors UK
  https://nervetumours.org.uk/what-are-nerve-tumours/schwannomatosis

• Neurofibromatosis Network
  https://www.nfnetwork.org/understand-nf/what-is-nf/

Clinical Information from GeneReviews

• Schwannomatosis
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK487394
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28schwannomatosis%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1080+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- SCHWANNOMATOSIS 1
  http://omim.org/entry/162091
- SCHWANNOMATOSIS 2
  http://omim.org/entry/615670

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Schwannomatosis
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